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GOLF’s Editorial Direction

GOLF in 2022
GOLF.com has established itself as the world’s preeminent
golf media company, with a holistic approach to covering and
celebrating the game that engages, energizes and activates an
audience of up to 9 million users monthly.
In 2022, we’ll double down on that success by:
-

Bolstering our most popular franchises (with video focus)

-

Expanding verticals where we see the most opportunity

-

Producing a higher volume of content

-

Offering exclusive content via our new membership
program

-

Growing our writers’ personalities/followings

-

Owning the majors/golf’s biggest events

-

Introducing our own events
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GOLF Verticals and Franchises

2021: Best of GOLF Franchises
GOLF’s commitment to better serving our audience with organized,
better cadenced and consistent content has paid off in big ways in
2021. Here are some of the best examples from the last year:
Super Secrets
-

The most trafficked GOLF.com franchise for the second year in a
row, growing 42% YoY

Monday Finish *New in 2021*
-

#1 performing News franchise and highest engaged time of all
GOLF franchises

Play Smart
-

More content than any other editorial franchise on GOLF.com,
outperforming site engagement and traffic benchmarks
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News & Tour
Inside the Ropes
GOLF editors have created more than 3.5x the content dedicated
to News/Tour franchises compared to last year, resulting in a more
engaged and loyal user that keeps coming back for more.
What’s Next in 2022
- Added weekly video via the ‘Drop Zone’ to existing franchises
- Blown-out coverage major from the game’s biggest events,
executed through new activations such as ‘GOLF Clubhouse’
events and increased on-site presence
- Establish live blog/video capabilities to better engage users to
key moments of the year

KEY FRANCHISES
News & Tour Franchises
- Monday Finish
-

Tour Confidential
Bamberger Briefly

-

The Drop Zone
GOLFW
The Hot Mic
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Service
Improving Your Game
This year, editors have blown out existing franchises like ‘Play
Smart’ and created new ones like ‘How to Hit Every Shot’ and
‘Golfer to Golfer’. In total, we’ve reached 6M more users through
Service franchises in 2021 compared to all of last year.
What’s Next in 2022
-

Increased cadence of big franchises during major weeks
Extending editorial franchises to video, social & print
Leaning into Top 100 Teachers in more organized and
cadenced formats

Service Franchises
- Play Smart
- Golfer to Golfer’
-

Rules Guy
Live Well, Play Well

KEY FRANCHISES
-

Top 100 Teachers Instruction
How to Hite Every Shot
Pros Teaching Joes
The Ettiquetteist
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Gear
Gear Advice from the Ultimate Gearheads
Leaning into resident gear experts more than ever before, GOLF
has grown the Fully Equipped podcast threefold and doubled the
number of gear franchises in the last year.
What’s Next in 2022
- Partnering with Foresight Sport to increase data learnings
during ClubTest, along with increased cadence to ClubTest in
magazine to 3x issues
-

Extending ClubTest and Fully Equipped with sub-series like
‘Proving Ground’, ‘Fully Equipped Mailbag’
Consistent video creation and release through the year

KEY FRANCHISES
Gear Franchises
- ClubTest
-

Fully Equipped
Wall to Wall

-

Proving Ground *New*
Boost Your Bag *New*
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Lifestyle
Every Angle of the Games
GOLF has created 85% more content in 2021 dedicated to
Lifestyle including commerce, gambling, food, celebrities and
more.
What’s Next in 2022
- Consistent video/social extensions to lifestyle franchises like
‘Super Secrets’ & ‘Clubhouse Eats’
- Reimagining Pro Shop-focused content, with all-new video
features and connections between commerce and content
- Consistently creation and new extension to gambling content,
making GOLF.com a go-to source for all things golf & betting

KEY FRANCHISES
Lifestyle Franchises
- Super Secrets
-

Clubhouse Eats
Pro Shop
The Hot Hand *New*

-

I Tried It *New*
Golf & Betting (Expert Picks, etc.)
Money Game
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Courses & Travel
Inspiring Golfers and Travel Enthusiasts
With two all-new additions to our Top 100 Travel franchise, GOLF has
already engaged 15% more users on average than all of 2020.
What’s Next in 2022
- Continue to develop a cross-platform interactive user experience
within the Top 100 franchise
- Introduce monthly travelogue video into Muni Mondays
-

Showcasing the personalities and skills of our editors through travel
content like ‘Destination Golf’ & ‘Elite Expeditions’
Leaning into Top 100 panel and travel experts, including all-new
expert travel advice franchise ‘Road Rules’

Courses & Travel Franchises
- Top 100 Travel
- Muni Mondays
- Destination Golf
- Top 100 Courses in the

KEY FRANCHISES
Road Rules *New*
Travel Mailbag *Back in 2022*
Couse Rater Confidential

UK & Ireland *New*
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2021: New GOLF Franchises
GOLF editors are creating new, engaging franchises across every
category in 2021 including:
Boost Your Bag (Gear)
- Each week, GOLF’s gear & equipment experts focus on how to get
more out of and energize one item in the bag
Road Rules (Courses & Travel)
- Hotel points, rental car rewards, SkyMiles — no one lives life on the
road like pro golfers, caddies, Top 100 course raters or golf industry
nuts
I Tried It! (Lifestyle)
- Quick hitting video, where GOLF staffers are sent items and review
products from the Pro Shop
The Hot Hand (Lifestyle)
- GOLF’s resident gambling expert shares his weekly best practices
on ’The Hot Hand’ video series
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Snapshot of 2022 Weekly Franchises on GOLF.com
New Opportunities in 2022

GOLF.com

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Edit Calendar
In 2021, we built loyal
audiences through all-new
dedicated edit franchises.
We’ve published more than
1,500 articles underneath a
franchise umbrella, more
than 3X all of 2020. In 2022,
we’ll continue the push to
building even bigger and
more engaging platforms.
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GOLF Tentpoles
GOLF’s biggest events and tentpoles touch millions of golfers across multiple platforms.

GOLF’s Top 100

The Majors

ClubTest

The most credible, authoritative
and trusted rankings in golf

Delivering the highest quality and
quantity of content during the game’s
biggest events:
- PGA/LPGA Majors

An exhaustive and data-driven
approach to equipment testing,
unpacking new innovations for a gearsavvy audience

-

-

New partnership with Foresight
Sports to improve data learnings

-

Longer rollout in print and online,
inclusive of podcast and video
content

-

Top 100 Resorts (May ‘21)

-

*NEW* Top 100 Course in the UK
& Ireland (July ‘21)
Top 100 Courses (Nov ‘21)

-

Top 100 Teachers (Yearlong
Content)

President’s Cup
In 2021, GOLF created over 1,000
articles dedicated to the game’s
biggest events with over 35M PVs
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New Opportunities in 2022

GOLF Franchises
How to Get Involved

GOLF franchises and key
editorial tentpoles offer a
wide variety of partnership
opportunities including:

Sponsorship Campaigns

Integration Campaigns

Branded Campaigns

-

SOV display/ pre-roll
alignment with editorial
franchises, tournament
coverage and more…

-

Brand Integration and ad
alignment into existing
franchises that are relevant
to sponsor & product

-

CUSTOM editorial content
created in partnership
GOLF that includes heavy
sponsor integration

-

High-impact flex ads
surrounding content
relevant to sponsor
messaging, timing, KPIs, etc.

-

Includes shoppable
opportunities, driven by
content separate from/on
top of advertising

-

Sponsor can help shape
content storylines and
provide feedback

-

Includes ad ownership
content
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KPMG

PING

GolfW

Bamberger Briefly

New Opportunities in 2022

GOLF Franchises
Sponsorship Campaigns
Sponsorship of events, GOLF tentpoles
and editorial franchises are at the core
to many campaigns run with GOLF.
These campaigns deliver on:
-

Premium inventory around big
events & content

Multiple Brands
Tournament/Major Sponsorships

-

Alignment with content tied to
brand messaging
-

High-impact advertising

New Opportunities in 2022

GOLF Franchises
Integration Campaigns
In 2021, we built successful editorial
partnerships through brand integration
into some of GOLF’s highest
performing editorial franchises. These
campaigns deliver on:
-

Organic storytelling & brand
recognition
-

Shoppable opportunities

-

High-impact advertising

TaylorMade

FootJoy

Play Smart

Destination Golf

New Opportunities in 2022

GOLF Franchises
Branded Campaigns
Branded campaigns utilize GOLF’s
expert editorial direction to showcase
products, services and destinations of
the sponsor through content. These
campaigns deliver on:
-

Custom content centered
around sponsor

-

Partner collaboration and
approval

-

High-impact advertising

Cobra Puma Golf

GOLFTEC

Bryson Club Building

Room for Improvement

